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Abstract

In the many considerations of visual culture in geography, there are few works concerned with the
visual culture of contemporary geopolitics. In seeking to rectify this lacuna, this paper outlines elements
of a research project to consider the way visuality is a pivotal assemblage in the production of contem-
porary geopolitics. Signalling the need for a conceptual exploration of the importance of vision and visual-
ity to all forms of knowledge (rather than just those associated with or manifested in specific visual
artefacts like pictures), the paper argues that understanding the significance of visuality for geopolitics in-
volves recasting visual culture as visual economy. This enables the constitutive relations of geopolitics and
visuality to shift from the social construction of the visual field to the visual performance of the social field.
This argument is illustrated through an examination of some of the documentary photography and photo-
journalism covering the most recent outbreak of war in Darfur, Sudan, beginning in the summer of 2003.
Exploring the tension in these pictures between the established disaster iconography of ‘Africa’ and the
desire to image genocidal violence and war crimes, considering in particular the way photography captures
identity, the argument concludes with reflections on the way the visual performance of the social field that
is Darfur structures our encounters with others.
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Introduction

Everyday life in world politics is replete with images and policy makers are attuned to their
power. Speaking at the World Press Photo 50th anniversary in 2005, the UN Secretary General’s
special representative for Sudan linked the world’s lack of concern about Darfur with an
absence of photographic witnesses and called on photojournalists to produce more pictures
as part of the struggle for attention and action in Darfur (Pronk, 12 January 2006). Jan Pronk’s
call echoed the conclusion of Romeo Dallaire, the UN commander in Rwanda during the 1994
genocide, that a journalistic line to Western audiences was worth a battalion on the ground
(Power, 2002: 355). Yet the study of world politics has not properly grasped the significance
of visual culture, where it refers to the practices and representations

‘‘which circulate in the field of vision establishing visibilities (and policing invisibilities),
stereotypes, power relations, the ability to know and to verify.’’ (Rogoff, 2000: 20).

To be sure, Geography has been called a visual discipline, and research on cartography, land-
scape, and geographic information systems is prominent (Rose, 2003). Equally, within Politics
and International Relations the place of media imagery in global politics has been analysed.
However, in neither Geography nor Politics/International Relations are there many studies con-
cerned with the visual culture of contemporary geopolitics (cf. Campbell & Shapiro, in press;
Luke & O Tuathail, 1997; McDonald, Dodds, & Hughes, in press; Mirzeoff, 2005; Power &
Crampton, 2005), and little research that takes documentary photography and photojournalism
to be important technologies in the visual production of contemporary geopolitics (cf. Ryan,
1997 on 19th century photography and empire).

Visual imagery is of particular importance for geopolitics because it is one of the principal
ways in which news from distant places is brought home, constructing the notion of ‘home’ in
this process. Ever since early explorers made a habit of taking cameras on their travels, photo-
graphs have provided much basic information about the people and places encountered on those
journeys. Much like cartography, these images contributed to the development of an ‘‘imagined
geography’’ in which the dichotomies of West/East, civilized/barbaric, North/South and devel-
oped/underdeveloped have been prominent (Gregory, 1995; Said, 1979). Since the advent of
technology for moving images (i.e. film, television, video and, most recently, digital technolo-
gies), much ‘foreign’ news has centred on disaster, with stories about disease, famine, war and
death prominent contrasts to the relative stability of the ‘domestic’ realm they are directed at
(Moeller, 1999).

The aim of this paper is to offer an initial statement of a research project that is very much in
progress. This project will explore the way visuality, in the form of photography as a technology
of visualization (Maynard, 1997), is pivotal to the production of contemporary geopolitics. This
requires an understanding of photography generally, but the project will focus on the photo-
graphic genres which document and report on global events.

The first section sets out some of the conceptual questions surrounding visuality that a project
of this kind must engage. Four research questions animate this overall project: first, how can
visuality be theorized as a specific form of knowledge? Second, what are the implications of
a philosophical account of visuality for our understanding of photography generally? Third,
how can documentary photography and photojournalism be understood as a technology of vis-
uality that establishes the conditions of possibility for geopolitics? Fourth, how has documen-
tary photography and photojournalism as a geopolitical technology of visuality problematized
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Sudan e in particular (as explored in this paper), the current conflict in Darfur e and affected
ethical and political responsibility?

Exploring photography’s role in the historical production of Sudan will locate these concep-
tual questions in a specific geopolitical location. As Africa’s largest country, the site of its
longest running conflict and a place subject to a range of interventions from the 19th century
colonial period under the British to 21st century concern about war crimes in Darfur, Sudan
offers a rich case for examining the historical construction of ‘Africa’ in the European imagi-
nation. Drawing on prior linguistic articulations of the continent as a site of cultural, moral and
spatial difference, the contemporary visual performance of ‘Africa’ through reportage from
sites like Sudan more often than not reduces the plurality and hybridity of the continent and
its people to a single entity marked by an iconography of despair, disaster and disease. This
enactment renders those places as objects of colonialism, imperialism, military intervention
and humanitarianism.

A full account of the photographic production of Sudan is obviously beyond the scope of a
paper such as this. Nonetheless, as a means of partly substantiating some of the conceptual
propositions, this paper will provide an analysis of how photojournalism e in the form of
news photographs used by The Guardian and The Observer newspapers in the UK from 2003
to 2005 e has pictorially performed the conflict in Darfur. After the conceptual overview and
brief methodological discussion of this photographic analysis in Conceptual issues, Darfur e
the political context of conflict examines the political context of the conflict in Darfur, drawing
attention to the way coverage of the conflict was linked to particular events and understandings.
The paper then offers a quantitative and qualitative discussion of the news photographs that were
used in the two-year period under consideration, comparing them to other sets of images. This
analysis suggests photojournalism has helped captured the violence of Darfur within two
competing narratives. This visual enactment of Darfur does not simply reflect geopolitics; it
is itself geopolitical, both manifesting and enabling power relations that distance difference,
leaving us with the challenge of how our mediated encounters with others can be better handled.

Conceptual issues

This project is inspired by W. J. T. Mitchell’s (2002: 175) admonition that in many analyses
of visual culture there is too often

‘‘an unfortunate tendency to slide back into reductive treatments of visual images as all-
powerful forces and to engage in a kind of iconoclastic critique which imagines that the
destruction or exposure of false images amounts to a political victory.’’

Avoiding a reductive iconoclasm requires a comprehensive philosophical investigation of
visuality with respect to geopolitics, something that is yet to be comprehensively achieved in
either Geography or Politics/International Relations. To be sure, there have been important be-
ginnings in this conversation. McDonald’s (2006) analysis of the relationship between geopol-
itics and visuality, located in the story of a Cold War episode of weapons testing in Britain, and
written in part as a response to what he sees as Rose’s (2003) call for a more empirical from of
geographical inquiry into visual culture, is significant for its discussion of ‘‘observant practice’’
as a way to conceptually resituate the analysis of visual culture. However, Rose’s review is no-
table for its claim that with very few exceptions the visual has not received sustained theoretical
examination. While agreeing with Rose (2003: 214) that analysing the various modalities of the
visual requires careful empirical investigation (and backing up that belief through the analysis
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of Darfur’s photojournalistic enactment below), this paper maintains that we still need much
more work on the theoretical stakes assumed and invoked by various visual claims.

That said, being an early instalment of an on-going project, it is not possible to provide here
a full, nuanced account of all the philosophical issues at stake. Instead, these issues are best in-
dicated by seven sets of questions about vision, visuality and geopolitics that, by expanding the
research questions guiding the overall project discussed above, establish the broad parameters
of theoretical inquiry that will make subsequent empirical investigations possible.

The first set of questions involves the fundamental relationship between vision and knowl-
edge. Can we say vision has been the dominant sense of the modern era, with ocular metaphors
securing scientific knowledge? Darkness and light are the founding metaphors of Western
philosophy, with knowing modelled on what is supposed to take place in the act of vision e
a tradition summarised in Rorty’s (1981) analysis of the ‘‘mirror of nature’’. Does this alter
our understanding of photography as a particular visual technology? How does this relate to
the idea of ‘Africa’ as the ‘dark continent’?

Secondly, if abstraction and interpretation are inevitable and unavoidable for all forms of
knowledge, does acknowledging the inevitability of the aesthetic foreground the importance of
visuality (Bleiker, 2001)? What are the political implications of acknowledging the aesthetic?

Thirdly, should we regard vision and visuality as opposed as nature/culture? Or is vision
physiological as well as social and historical, while visuality involves the body and the psyche
as well as cultural and social practices? Does this mean that the issue of visual culture is ‘‘how
we see, how we are able, allowed, or made to see, and how we see this seeing or the unseeing
therein’’ (Foster, 1988: ix)?

Fourthly, should late modernity be viewed as a uniquely visual era, and is the importance of
the visual a novel phenomenon? It might be the case that the production and circulation of im-
ages has intensified in the late modern era, but has this intensification led to the emergence of
a new class of things or a novel historical development?

Fifthly, how can the study of visual culture develop an understanding of the similarities and
differences amongst the categories of ‘image’, ‘picture’ and other ‘visual artefacts’ (Elkins,
1999)? Does this mean art history, with categories like ‘informational images’ versus ‘art’, is
too limited to understand visual culture? Should we regard still and moving images as particular
forms of media that require distinctive analyses? Does the still image have particular functions
like memory?

Sixthly, is it the case that all media are mixed media? Does this mean that visual media are
not a distinct class of things, nor that there is a purely visual medium? If so, does the mixture of
media render the search for meaning in the image itself a fallacy? How then should we interpret
documentary photography and photojournalism?

Lastly, can the visual be interpreted in terms of discourse or does it demand a unique mode
of analysis? (cf. Jay, 1993; Mitchell, 1994). What would it mean for discourse to be understood
in terms of the ‘performative’ (enacting what it names through materialization over time) rather
than ‘construction’ (wilful representations of the external)? How does this change our under-
standing of geopolitics?

While these questions need to remain open and the subject of debate, in order to proceed to
an analysis of a specific moment of geopolitics and visuality e photojournalism’s production of
Darfur in contemporary coverage e we need to draw some conclusions. Following Deborah
Poole’s important anthropological study of the Andean image world e the multiplicity of im-
ages that in the 19th and 20th centuries circulated between the America’s and Europe creating
a sense of place with a particular kind of people e the theoretical debates above establish the
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basis for investigating photography as a technology of visualization that both draws on and
establishes a ‘‘visual economy’’ (Poole, 1997).

Poole argues that the idea of a visual economy is superior to the notion of visual culture. For
Poole (1997: 8) the idea of economy calls attention to the way ‘‘visual images [are] part of
a comprehensive organization of people, ideas and objects.’’ This organization involves three
levels: the organization of production comprising the individuals and the technologies that pro-
duce images; the circulation of goods, meaning the transmission and publication of images and
image-objects; and the cultural resources and social systems through which images are inter-
preted and valued (Poole, 1997: 9e10). In addition to the organizational dimensions which
bring a picture into being and help produce its meaning, the idea of a visual economy makes
clear that the visual field is both made possible by and productive of relations of power, and that
these power relations bear at least some relationship to wider social and political structures
which are themselves associated with transnational relations of exchange in which images
are commodities. The consequence of this is that people in disparate places can be part of
the same economy when they may not be part of the same culture. Furthermore, it might be
the case that the workings of the visual economy produce cultural differences which make
any notion of a culturally common visual world unsustainable.

Invoking the idea of visual economy means that images cannot be isolated as discrete objects
but have to be understood as imbricated in networks of materials, technologies, institutions,
markets, social spaces, affects, cultural histories and political contexts.1 This resolution of
some of the philosophical questions above means that a study of this kind has to be concerned
with an examination of what images do in circulation rather than just an interpretation of their
iconography. Therefore, in conjunction with the individual biographies, habits and skills of se-
lected photographers, the idea of a ‘‘visual economy’’ signals the practices through which
a place and its people is enacted and our response made possible. This leads to three tentative
conclusions on geopolitics and visuality.

First, visual economy must go beyond the social construction of the visual field to a primary
concern with the visual performance of the social field (cf. Mitchell, 2002: 171). In contrast to
studies concerned with representations of social phenomena, this shift to the performative will
detail how such phenomena are made possible through visualization. This approach under-
stands geopolitics as a discursive practice with material effects in much the same manner as
photography generally.

Second, the visual performance of the social field is enabled by and produces geopolitical dis-
courses in which the relationship between site and sight is central. (cf. Schwartz & Ryan, 2003).
This calls attention to the role of visuality in the production of geographical imaginations, and how
the relations of sight/site establish the conditions of possibility for a political response.

Third, these geopolitical discourses structure our encounters with other human beings in
space and time; the visual culture of geopolitics therefore ‘‘finds its primal scene in the face
of the Other,’’ making it a significant location for questions of ethics, politics and responsibility
(Mitchell, 2002: 175). This raises the all important question of global community, with images
being understood as establishing either distanced or proximate relations with others. Can pho-
tography escape these constraints and offer an ethical relationship with the Other? Will more or
better pictures help in the struggle for attention and action in places like Darfur?

1 Pursuing this line of inquiry intersects with new theoretical work on materiality (Bennett, 2004), for which the

production, circulation and consumption of photographs is an important location (Edwards & Hart, 2004).
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A comprehensive analysis of the pictures that represented the conflict in Darfur would
require e in line with the idea of a visual economy e an exegesis of their production, the
images themselves and their audiencing across a variety of media outlets (Rose, 2001). In pro-
viding an example for the argument made so far, this paper offers a self-consciously and
self-reflexively partial account.

The focus of the analysis is on the images in their site of publication. While some questions
of production are thereby touched on, the much larger questioning of audiencing will not be
addressed. Of all the media outlets that could have been examined for their photojournalism
of Darfur, I have chosen to look at the UK daily newspaper The Guardian and its sister pub-
lication (on Sundays) The Observer. This choice is not wholly random. Both newspapers
have a publicly disclosed empathy for African issues, having been prominent in promoting
the Make Poverty History campaign that culminated in the Live 8 concerts in 2005 (Guardian
Unlimited, 2006). This means that they are among the most likely carriers of images that could
depart from stereotypical and problematic pictures of Africa.

Nonetheless, the sample considered constitutes a snapshot by relatively concerned pub-
lishers of how Darfur appeared visually to British newspaper readers. That sample was com-
piled using a Lexis-Nexis search for all articles on Darfur in The Guardian and The
Observer from 2003 to 2005. Once identified, articles were then searched on microfilm to
see which had accompanying photographs. A simple content analysis of those photographs
was done, concentrating on the subjects of the images. This is followed by a brief consideration
of photojournalism in other outlets (such as Time magazine, the work of individual photojour-
nalists, and the galleries of some non-government organizations involved in Sudan) to see how
particular the news photographs in The Guardian and The Observer are. The results of this anal-
ysis will be discussed after the political context of the conflict in Darfur is articulated.

Darfur e the political context of conflict

By the middle of 2005, some 3.2 million people e 50% of Darfur’s population e required
humanitarian assistance to sustain their livelihood. With 12,500 aid workers from 81 NGOS and
13 UN agencies in the region, the international community had put in place a substantial
support operation (World Health Organization, 2005: 9). Their task was to cope with the
consequences of a 2-year old conflict that had displaced more than 2 million civilians and killed
at least 200,000 and perhaps 300,000 people (International Crisis Group, 2005: 3; Prunier,
2005:148e152).

The fighting that produced this suffering is commonly understood to have begun in early
2003 when two rebel groups e the Sudan Liberation Army (SLA) and the Justice and Equality
Movement (JEM) e began attacking Sudanese government and military installations in the
province. As Julie Flint and Alex de Waal (2005: 95) have written, Darfur’s rebels are

‘‘an awkward coalition. united by deep resentment at the marginalization of
Darfur.Theirs is not an insurgency born of revolutionary ideals, but rather a last-ditch
response to the escalating violence of the Janjiwiid and its patrons in Khartoum.’’2

2 Except where cited directly in quotes, Janjiwiid (which the US has sometimes called Jingaweit) will be rendered in

the form common to both newspaper coverage and UN documents as Janjaweed.
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This means that an appreciation of the conflict requires some understanding of the context
that preceded the overt fighting of 2003.

In a country whose axis of identity is most often said to run North/South, the residents of
Darfur personify a complex of identity that cannot be reduced to the polarity of ‘‘Northerners’’
and ‘‘Southerners.’’ Darfur is variously thought to be made up of between 40 and 150 ‘‘ethnic
groups’’ or ‘‘tribes,’’ with groups ranging in size from a few thousand to a million or more
(Flint & de Waal, 2005: 8; Prunier, 2005: 167n). Often nomadic, these groups have many points
of encounter but only a loose linkage between territory and identity. This mobility has meant
that

‘‘identities in Darfur have always been complex, subtle and fluid, with the possibility of
individuals or groups changing identity in response to political and economic circum-
stance’’ (Baldo, Morton, Marchal, & de Waal, 2005).

However, little if any of this ethnographic hybridity has had an impact on understandings of
the conflict. As Prunier (2005: 76) argues, the multiplicity of group identities ‘‘could be the
objects of anthropological literature but they were extremely unlikely ever to be considered
the subject of political analysis.’’ This is not to say that political analysis is devoid of an an-
thropology. Rather it is to note that e as in the case of other conflicts, such as the war in Bosnia
(see Campbell, 1999) e the political anthropology of contemporary analysis is one which pos-
tulates a fixed identity politics rather than a fluid politics of identity. Indeed, as Baldo et al.
(2005) have concluded, ‘‘there are worrying signs that a discourse over ‘autochthony’ (belong-
ing) is emerging in Darfur and elsewhere.’’

This stabilization of Darfur’s multiple identities is most obvious in the way the conflict is
rendered as one of ‘‘Arabs’’ versus ‘‘Africans.’’ It is common to both media and diplomatic rep-
resentations. Newspapers write of an ‘‘age-old ethnic conflict’’ (Guardian Unlimited, 2004;
Sengupta, 17 January 2004) and political leaders e as disparate as Sudan’s Vice President
and the United States Deputy Secretary of State e speak of a ‘‘tribal war’’ which is ‘‘very com-
mon in Africa’’ (International Crisis Group, 17 March 2006: 3e4). If orientalism as a discursive
formation can mutate into regionally specific articulations (akin to the notion of ‘‘Balkanism’’
described by Todorova, 1997) then what this autochthonous discourse demonstrates is the
power of something akin to ‘‘Africanism’’ in which the continent is homogenised, tribalised
and rendered completely ‘other’ to its US and European counterparts.3

The problem is that this dichotomous understanding overlooks the fact that ‘‘Darfur’s Arabs
are black, indigenous, African and Muslim e just like Darfur’s non-Arabs’’ (de Waal, 25 July
2004). This is not to suggest that the idea of ‘‘Arabs’’ versus ‘‘Africans’’ is of no significance
with regard to Darfur. To the contrary, it remains a vital focal point of any analysis, but it needs
to be understood as a contemporary political fracture rather than an ancient ethnic fault line. It
also needs to be understood as a consequence of the violence rather than a cause of the conflict.

‘‘Arabism’’ in Darfur emerged from the politics of the Sahara in the early 1980s, spurred
on by Libya’s drive for regional geopolitical authority. In addition to arming various groups
in Chad and Sudan with weapons, this initiative introduced a discourse of Arab supremacy.
This led to the establishment of an organization called Tajamu al Arabi, usually translated as

3 This process draws on long established interpretive traditions; see Pieterse (1992). It is apparent in the photographic

iconography of African disaster, especially the recurrent stereotypes of famine imagery. See Campbell (2003) and

Campbell, Clark, and Manzo (2005) for this background.
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‘‘Arab Gathering’’. Arab Gathering emerged publicly in October 1987 when it sent an open
letter to the then Sudanese prime minister calling for the ‘‘Arab race’’ to be given greater
regional authority at the expense of the Fur and Zaghawa tribes, who they disparagingly
termed zurga, a term connoting those non-Arab indigenous people who are sub-human, un-
civilised, or pagan and thus enslaveable (Darfur Relief and Documentation Centre, 2005;
Flint & de Waal, 2005: 38, 49e53). Traces of this drive for supremacy were found in clashes
with the Zaghawa in the late 1980s when ‘‘attackers who had burned villages wrote Tahrir
Watan al Arabi (The Liberated Arab Nation) in the ashes.’’ Such incidents led Zaghawa
leaders to compose a 1991 memorandum to the Sudanese president charging the government
with creating ‘‘an apartheid region’’ by condoning ‘‘crimes against humanity’’ (Flint & de
Waal, 2005: 74).

Unconcerned by such protests, the Khartoum government embarked on constitutional reform
in 1994 that redrew Darfur’s administrative boundaries, divided the Fur (making them minor-
ities in the new regions) and gave the bulk of new political posts to those committed to Arab
supremacy. When popular resistance to these measures resulted in a conflict that saw hundreds
killed and 100,000 flee to Chad in 1996e1998, an official Sudanese government militia, the
Popular Defence Forces (PDF), was tasked with keeping order. Non-Arabs were barred from
the PDF, and its violence earned it the moniker ‘‘Janjaweed’’ (bandits) from the local Masalit
tribes (Flint & de Waal, 2005: 57e61).

While the political cleavages have thus been present for some time in Darfur, the scale of the
conflict post-2003 has been greater than before because of the hardening of the identity cate-
gories and the militarization of the Arab supremacist position. Indeed, Arab supremacy and
the militias come together in the figure of Musa Hilal, recognised as both the most prominent
Janjaweed leader and the head of the Arab Gathering, who operates with the backing of the
Khartoum government (Human Rights Watch, 19 July 2004, 2005). Commanding a force of
20,000 fighters, Hilal is clear in his aims. An August 2004 message from his headquarters to
the commander of ‘the western military area’ stated: ‘‘‘You are informed that directives have
been issued.to change the demography of Darfur and empty it of African tribes’ through burn-
ing, looting and killing of ‘intellectuals and youths who may join the rebels in fighting’’’ (Flint
& de Waal, 2005: 106).

The functions and operation of Hilal’s militia are not unique to contemporary Sudan. As Pru-
nier argues, ever since the current regime came to power in Khartoum in 1989, Sudan has been
in a state of permanent war with counter-insurgency against various peoples as permanent
policy. In campaigns against the Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA) in the South,
Bar-le-Ghazal in 1986e1988, the Nuba mountains in 1992e1995 and the Upper Nile in
1998e2003, the government of Sudan (GoS) has used militias supported by military intelli-
gence and aerial bombardment in a strategy that can be called ‘‘counter-insurgency on the
cheap’’ (Flint & de Waal, 2005: 24e25). From this, Prunier concludes that

‘‘the whole of GoS policy and political philosophy since it came to power in 1989 has kept
verging on genocide in its general treatment of the national question in Sudan’’ (Prunier,
2005: 105. Emphasis in original).

The problem for those seeking a response to the effects of this permanent war on civilians is
that despite the visibility of Janjaweed leaders like Musa Hilal, the Janjaweed remain poorly
defined, making calls for the disarmament difficult to implement. The International Commis-
sion of Inquiry on Darfur (ICID) e established by the UN Security Council e declared that
the Janjaweed were
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‘‘Arab militia acting, under the authority, with the support, complicity or tolerance of the
Sudanese State authorities, and who benefit from impunity for their actions’’ (ICID, 2005:
31e32).

However, the Janjaweed did not have a single command structure but, rather, comprised
three categories of actor.

‘‘First, [there are] the militias which are loosely affiliated with the state, supported by
weapons supplies etc. Second, militias which are paramilitary and operate in parallel
with official forces, often commanded by army officers. Third, those militias which are
part of the PDF and Border Intelligence’’ (ICID, 2005: 33).

Added to this is the fact that the Sudanese government has, since the conflict in Darfur has
attracted more international attention, hidden considerable numbers, perhaps one-half of the
militias, in the formal security services (the PDF, the Border Intelligence Units and the Central
Reserve Police or riot police) (International Crisis Group, 20 June 2006: 5).

Although the Janjaweed, in its various guises, is deemed to be ‘‘Arab’’, the ICID was keen to
note that the situation on the ground was more complex than that label suggested:

‘‘The fact that the Janjaweed are described as Arab militias does not imply that all Arabs
are fighting on the side of the Janjaweed. In fact, the Commission found that many Arabs
in Darfur are opposed to the Janjaweed, and some Arabs are fighting with the rebels, such
as certain Arab commanders and their men from the Misseriya and Rizeigat tribes. At the
same time, many non-Arabs are supporting the Government and serving in its army’’
(ICID, 2005: 32).

Despite these complexities, and in response to the rise and impact of the political discourse
of Arab supremacy, non-Arabs in Darfur have mobilised around an ‘‘African’’ identity. From
the late 1990s onwards, those the Arab supremacists designated as ‘‘Zurga’’ have grasped
and inverted the term, inflecting it with a series of positive meanings. As a mark of difference
and a sign of solidarity, it functions as a declaration of aboriginality and land ownership in the
face of dispossession and displacement (Darfur Relief and Documentation Centre, 2005; de
Waal, 2004: 12). It also serves to align the cause of those subject to Arab supremacism with
the main southern rebel movement (the SPLA) that is organised in identity terms familiar to
the international community (the ‘African south’ versus the ‘Arab north’), thereby giving the
Darfur resistance potential influence with the international community (Baldo et al., 2005).
This production of the lines of difference along the ‘Arab’/‘African’ axis, and its adoption
by various groups that do not fit naturally into this dualism, demonstrates how fixed and exclu-
sive renderings of identity are the product, rather than the a priori condition, of large-scale
violence. As de Waal (2004: 12) concludes,

‘‘identity markers that had little salience in the past are extremely powerful today, and the
overwhelming reason for this is the appalling violence inflicted on people.’’

The constitutive role of violence in the production of new identities can be seen in the July
2001 formation of a Fur and Zaghawa alliance that ‘‘swore a solemn oath on the Quran to work
together to foil Arab supremacist policies in Darfur’’ (Flint & de Waal, 2005: 76). Containing
the future military leaders of Darfur’s rebellion, this alliance then reached out to other
non-Arabs, including the Masalit, to construct a united front. Unlike their southern counterparts
in the SPLA, few of Darfur’s emerging rebels, said to comprise a group called the ‘‘Darfur
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Liberation Front’’ (DLF), had the military experience necessary to resist the Janjaweed attacks.
Organising military training was, therefore, the first priority of the new resistance. Once such
training was completed in early 2002, the rebel groups began a series of attacks on government
garrisons which continued throughout the year with considerable success.

While this violence was a concern for the government in Khartoum, it went largely unno-
ticed outside Sudan. It was not until the putative DLF developed and announced a political
strategy e a struggle on behalf of all the marginalised people in Sudan e that involved renam-
ing itself the Sudan Liberation Army/Movement did it start to register internationally (Flint &
de Waal, 2005: 82). Even then, knowledge of the violence in Darfur was limited to Sudan
specialists.

Recognition of the dynamics of violence in Darfur changed once displaced people began
fleeing in large numbers to Chad. As the International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur
concluded, attacks by government forces and government-backed militias ‘‘deliberately and in-
discriminately directed against civilians’’ with the impact of the attacks ‘‘manifestly dispropor-
tionate to any threat posed by the rebels’’ (ICID, 2005: 3). Villages have been subject to aerial
bombardment, systematic looting and organised burning; religious sites have been desecrated;
civilians have been raped, massacred and summarily executed; and intellectuals and notables
have been arbitrarily imprisoned and tortured. The consequence is that in the areas subject
to attack ‘‘everything that can sustain and succour life’’ has been destroyed, the population
displaced and the countryside emptied (Human Rights Watch, May 2004) (Fig. 1).4

Despite an emerging awareness of the conflict in Darfur e prompted by reports from advo-
cacy organizations like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch in the second half of
2003 e media coverage and popular awareness of the situation was practically non-existent.
This led Médecins sans Frontières to offer the paradoxical but nonetheless insightful observa-
tion that Darfur was a ‘‘forgotten crisis’’ even though it had not yet emerged as an event which
could be remembered (Prunier, 2005: 131). As the bar chart of Guardian/Observer coverage
demonstrates, neither paper covered Darfur prior to December 2003, and coverage was then
sporadic until April/May 2004 (Fig. 2).

In part the reason for the international media’s inattention to Darfur in late 2003 and early
2004 was that the ‘Sudan story’ they were following concerned the Naivasha peace negoti-
ations between the Khartoum government and the SPLA in the south. With limited resources
to assign to Africa, and a not uncommon editorial sense that readers/viewers could handle
only one major international story at a time (let alone more than one from the same margin-
alised region), the complexities of violence in Darfur remained undisclosed (Thompson,
2004). And with little coverage revealing itself to other elements of the media, what one
human rights activist calls ‘‘a curious Catch-22’’ was operative: ‘‘When it comes to mass
killings of civilians.If editors do not see the story on TV, they do not believe its news;
if programme makers do not read it in the newspapers, they do not believe its news. And
if politicians and officials don’t see it or read it except in reports thudding on to their desks
from human rights and humanitarian NGOs, then that doesn’t quite count, either’’ (Crenshaw,
21 August 2004).

4 Satellite imagery is a particular kind of visuality central to geopolitics which, although not explored here, deserves

more investigation (see Fair & Parks, 2001: 42e46). See the satellite imagery of Darfur at the US AID web site

http://www.usaid.gov/locations/sub-saharan_africa/sudan/satelliteimages.html (Accessed 26.09.06).

http://www.usaid.gov/locations/sub-saharan_africa/sudan/satelliteimages.html
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Fig. 1. Sudan (Darfur) e Confirmed Damaged and Destroyed Villages, 2 August 2004. DigitalGlobe, Inc. and Depart-

ment of State via USAID.
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All that changed, however, when the United Nation’s Human Rights Coordinator for Sudan,
Mukesh Kapila, declared in a March 2004 BBC interview that Darfur was ‘‘the world’s worst
humanitarian crisis’’ which differed from the genocide in Rwanda only in terms of the numbers
currently affected. At the time there was significant media attention on the 10th anniversary of
the genocide in Rwanda, and Kapila deliberately looked for a way to use that concern for the
remembrance of the past to overcome the forgetfulness of the present (Jones, 19 January 2005).

Kapila’s statement provided the international claim around which concern could gravitate. It
also encapsulated the two modes of representation upon which subsequent interpretations of the
violence in Darfur would draw e humanitarianism and genocide. Humanitarianism is in many
respects the default option for the international community’s understanding of African crises,
which are often taken to be

‘‘distant, esoteric, extremely violent, rooted in complex ethnic and historical factors
which few understood, and devoid of any identifiable practical interest for the rich coun-
tries’’ (Prunier, 2005: 124).

It is also often the default option for the international media. Mass refugee movements pro-
vide the most visible traces of conflict, refugee camps e unlike the conflict zones themselves e
are readily accessible with the assistance of humanitarian organizations, and the subsequent
availability of affective images of innocent victims reproduces an easily understandable inter-
pretation of the conflict for those watching, occasionally, from afar. Together this dynamic
makes a situation like Darfur appear insoluble at source but with symptoms that can be
addressed by humanitarian workers, in ways that do not have to involve the deployment of
national political or military resources.

It was the humanitarian strand that was most evident in the Guardian/Observer news pho-
tographs. In the 2-year period reviewed there were 48 photographs e approximately one picture
for every four articles e of or relating to Darfur. Starting with the first pictures in January 2004
(Fig. 3), more than two thirds of those photographs (33) were of refugees individually or col-
lectively, and all but one of those refugee images showed women and children (see Fig. 4 for an
example). Of the remainder, six photographs were of soldiers, four were of political leaders,
one was of a dead combatant/victim (Fig. 5), one was of the landscape of war (the empty, de-
stroyed villages) and three were of other subjects. Together, this meant that 43 of the 48 pictures
invoked what Shapiro (1988: 129) has called the personal code e the foregrounding of individ-
uals, often in photographic close-ups, to represent the situation.

With their overwhelming emphasis on women and children as refugees the Darfur photo-
graphs of 2004 showed a remarkable continuity with earlier crises in Africa, even if the nature
of the crisis being portrayed was radically different (cf. Fair & Parks, 2001; Wright, 2002).
Content analyses of newspaper photos during the Ethiopian famine of 1984 (which gave rise
to the Live Aid phenomena) found that mothers and children featured more than any other sub-
ject. As one study noted:

‘‘All these pictures overwhelmingly showed people as needing our pity e as passive
victims. This was through a de-contextualised concentration on mid- and close-up shots
emphasising body language and facial expressions. The photos seemed mainly to be
taken from a high angle with no eye-contact, thus reinforcing the viewer’s sense of power
compared with their apathy and hopelessness. The ‘Madonna and Child’ image was par-
ticularly emotively used, echoing the biblical imagery. Women were at the same time
patronised and exalted’’ (van der Gaag & Nash, 1987: 41).
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While the Darfur photos demonstrated significant eye-contact, they functioned similarly in
so far as they decontextualised people and portrayed them as passive and pitiable. Despite the
scale of the violence in Darfur, few photographs portrayed combatants or casualties, adding
further evidence to the contention that the news media is in actuality reluctant to portray un-
varnished horror (Campbell, 2004).

This situation also demonstrated how dimensions of the global visual economy associated
with production help to determine content. On any given day the picture desk at The Guardian
receives some 7,000 images from around the world, the bulk of them provided by large photo
agencies (such as Associated Press and Reuters), and it was from this source that many of the
paper’s Darfur images came. News agency photographers do not stay on the ground for long
periods of time but tend to provide images that are sufficiently generic so they can be used

Fig. 3. The Guardian 30 January 2004. Main photograph: Karel Prinsloo/AFP. Second photograph: no credit. Copyright

Guardian News & Media Ltd 2004.
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by their media clients over some time. Given their quick visits to crisis regions, agency photog-
raphers also rely on established contacts to provide speedy access. With the conflict zones of
Darfur largely inaccessible e and given the fact that the nature of the violence meant there
was no ‘front line’ to visit in order to obtain war imagery e most photojournalists covering
the region have relied on humanitarian relief organizations to provide access to refugee camps
in Chad as proxies for the conflict itself. Together these factors make a reliance on pictures of
women and children as representative of the conflict unsurprising.

The concentration of the means of production in the global visual economy results in The
Guardian and The Observer having very few photographers on staff. Occasionally, though,
the papers do commission individual photojournalists to cover specific international events.
In 2004 The Guardian commissioned Panos Pictures photojournalist Sven Torfinn (who is
based in Nairobi) to spend some weeks covering Darfur for them. Torfinn shot hundreds of im-
ages, 111 of which are posted on the Panos Pictures web site for potential customers.5 Although
far from eschewing refugees as subjects, Torfinn’s photographs cover a much wider array of
people and places, reflecting his ability to enter parts of Darfur with the SLA. It is no coinci-
dence, therefore, that those few pictures run by The Guardian which showed combatants and

Fig. 4. The Observer 25 April 2004. Main photograph: Abd Raouf/AP. Second photograph: Julie Flint. Copyright

Guardian News & Media Ltd 2004.

5 These pictures can be viewed by going to the Panos Pictures web site (http://www.panos.co.uk/), and in the power

search entering ‘Darfur’ and selecting Sven Torfinn from the photographers list.

http://www.panos.co.uk/
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casualties came from Torfinn’s portfolio (see Fig. 5 for an example). Nonetheless, the picture of
Torfinn’s which sold best was one of a distressed boy in the ruins of his family’s hut, demon-
strating that the image of the child victim remains a potent signifier of African conflict.6 This is
buttressed by the editorial decisions at The Guardian which meant that news agency-
produced pictures of refugees were more commonly used to accompany Darfur stories than
others from the range of photographs produced by Torfinn.

In the global visual economy it is often the editorial decisions at the place of publication e
rather than the choices or desires of individual photographers e which help determine what and
how we see. Take, for example, a picture (Fig. 6) shot by another Panos photographer, Jeroen

Fig. 5. The Guardian 31 August 2004. Photograph: Sven Torfinn/Panos Pictures. Copyright Guardian News & Media

Ltd 2004.

6 See Panos Pictures image reference STO00825SUD. Sales information from interview with Adrian Evans, director

of Panos Pictures, April 2005. On the power of child-centred imagery in photographs of the majority world, see Burman

(1994).
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Oerlemans, in April 2004 of refugees from Darfur as they pass trough the Chadian village of
Enderta, on their way to the UNHCR camp at Farchana. Although refugees are its subject, it
offers a view that testifies to the need to flee their homes in large numbers and in a manner
with well-known historical resonance. As such, this picture could support a story of ethnic
cleansing or genocidal violence specific to Darfur. But when it was used on the front page
of The Guardian on 5 June 2004 (demonstrating how, despite instantaneous digital transmis-
sion, photographs can be used long after they are taken; see Fig. 7) it was accompanied by
a headline that cast it in a particular light. Although the image was specific to Darfur, and al-
though the text of the accompanying story was about the scale of the violence in Darfur, the
headline decontextualised both into an all-too-familiar reprise of African disaster. As Fergal
Keane has lamented of the media’s coverage of the continent,

‘‘it can become easy to see a black body in almost abstract terms, as part of the huge
smudge of eternally miserable blackness that has loomed in and out of the public mind
throughout the decades: Biafra in the sixties; Uganda in the seventies; Ethiopia in the
eighties; and.Rwanda in the nineties’’ [followed by Darfur in the noughties] (Quoted
in Levi Strauss, 2003: 88).

Although photography plays a key role in this production, the example of the Oerlemans
photograph demonstrates the key conceptual point that photography is not simply visual e
all media are mixed and the meaning of the image is gravely affected by the text (the ar-
ticle, headlines, caption, other stories and advertisements) that surround its presentation to
the public.

Might it be the case, though, that photojournalists willing and able to operate for longer
periods in a hostile environment, and media outlets with weekly rather than daily deadlines,
produce qualitatively different images of conflicts? Examining the work of some prominent
photojournalists will help answer the question whether more time to both produce and publish
results in a different picture. James Nachtwey, a founding member of the photo agency VII and
a contract photographer for Time magazine, is one of the best regarded photojournalists in con-
temporary photography. After an extended assignment in Darfur in 2004, his essay Surviving
Darfur was published on the web to accompany the magazine’s 4 October 2004 cover story
‘‘Tragedy of Sudan’’ (another example whereby the textual framing of the image, as ‘tragedy’

Fig. 6. Refugees from Darfur pass through the Enderta, Chad. Jeroen Oerlemans/Panos Pictures, 2004.



Fig. 7. The Guardian 5 June 2004. Photograph: Jeroen Oerlemans/Panos Pictures. Copyright Guardian News & Media

Ltd 2004.
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rather than, for example, ‘war crimes’, creates the meaning of the photograph).7 The 23 pho-
tographs that make up the essay are testament to Nachtwey’s visual skills, offering dramatic
compositions in black and white. Divided into sections on shelter, medicine and food, they
nonetheless focus predominantly on refugees as victims. While some of the pictures show
Darfurians engaged actively in securing food and shelter, the majority continue to portray
the refugees passively. Moreover, a number of the photographs e most notably those showing
women and children in the ‘medicine’ portfolio e could easily refer to any recent conflict or
humanitarian crisis in Africa.

Marcus Bleasdale is a prize-winning freelance British photojournalist who has also worked
extensively in Darfur and had some of his work published by Time magazine. On his personal
web site a portfolio of 17 photographs from Darfur appears under the title ‘‘Death in the Des-
ert.’’ This selection opens with a picture from the village of Disa of a child in her mother’s
arms, an image that UNICEF named as its Photo of the Year in 2004 and which helped earn
Bleasdale the accolade of the POYi ‘‘Magazine Photographer of the Year’’ in 2005.8 In
a BBC interview where Bleasdale recounted his experiences in Darfur he told the story of
how he came to take that photograph in Disa, noting that

‘‘when I saw it through the viewfinder it was.maybe it’s a cliché, but I think every pho-
tographer knows when they take an image that they feel is going to be powerful, and I
certainly felt that when I was taking this one’’ (British Broadcasting Corporation, 2005).

Given the generic, stereotypical nature of this photograph, Bleasdale’s reflection suggests
that photojournalists could have a culturally determined sense of an image’s power prior to their
encounter with their subject.

Almost half of the photographs in Bleasdale’s 11-picture Time magazine web presenta-
tion portray refugees in familiar ways. However, the remaining pictures offer some more
varied subjects, including an SLA fighter with satellite phones (indicating the organised
and modern nature of the resistance). In other examples e such as the photograph of
two Darfurians looking at a bomb dropped by a Sudanese government aircraft available
on his personal web site (picture #5) e there is evidence that the body of photographic

7 See James Nachtwey, Surviving Darfur at http://www.time.com/time/covers/1101041004/photoessay/. The cover

story ‘‘Tragedy of Sudan’’ can be seen at http://www.time.com/time/covers/1101041004/, with Nachtwey’s cover

photo available at http://www.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,20041004,00.html (Accessed 21.09.06). Under the title

‘‘Genocide in Darfur’’ Nachtwey’s work won both the first and second place prizes (for Magazine Division/General

News Reporting) in the 2005 Sixty-Second Annual Picture of the Year International Competition (POYi). The print

publication of ‘‘Tragedy of Sudan’’ won an award of excellence for Time in the Editing Division/Magazine Multiple

Page News Story (see http://www.poyi.org/62/35/ae03.php). Along with Marcus Bleasdale (see below) two other pho-

tojournalists e Bruno Stephens of Newsweek (http://www.poyi.org/62/24/stev_01.php) and Jehad Nga of the Corbis

agency (http://www.poyi.org/62/25/nga_01.php) e were winners for their work in Darfur. In another prestigious

global competition, Jan Grarup e staff photographer for the Danish newspaper Politiken e won the Visa d’Or prize

for Daily Press at the annual 2005 Visa Pour L’Image exhibition in Perpignan (see http://www.bjp-online.com/

public/showPage.html?page¼295927). Grarup’s pictures were in Politiken Søndag 10 April 2005, and are published

in his book Shadowland. Pictures from the book, along with a moving commentary by Grarup, can be seen and heard

at http://www.shadowland-book.com/. (All sites Accessed 28.09.06).
8 Bleasdale’s Darfur portfolio is available at http://www.marcusbleasdale.com/features/gallery.php?fid¼13. His Time

magazine photo essay Sudan’s Slow Motion Tragedy, which was linked to the 5 July 2004 story ‘‘Nowhere to Hide,’’ is

at http://www.time.com/time/photoessays/sudan/.Details of the UNICEF award are at http://www.unicef.de/

foto/2004/engl/index_engl_2004.htm and the POYi award is at http://www.poyi.org/62/winnerslist.html. (All sites

Accessed 28.09.06).

http://www.time.com/time/covers/1101041004/photoessay/
http://www.time.com/time/covers/1101041004/
http://www.time.com/time/covers/0%2C16641%2C20041004%2C00.html
http://www.poyi.org/62/35/ae03.php
http://www.poyi.org/62/24/stev_01.php
http://www.poyi.org/62/25/nga_01.php
http://www.bjp-online.com/public/showPage.html%3Fpage%3D295927
http://www.bjp-online.com/public/showPage.html%3Fpage%3D295927
http://www.bjp-online.com/public/showPage.html%3Fpage%3D295927
http://www.shadowland-book.com/
http://www.marcusbleasdale.com/features/gallery.php%3Ffid%3D13
http://www.marcusbleasdale.com/features/gallery.php%3Ffid%3D13
http://www.time.com/time/photoessays/sudan/.Details
http://www.unicef.de/foto/2004/engl/index_engl_2004.htm
http://www.unicef.de/foto/2004/engl/index_engl_2004.htm
http://www.poyi.org/62/winnerslist.html
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work Bleasdale produced while in Darfur is broader than the selections which are published
in mainstream media outlets like Time. For example, when Bleasdale’s photographs are used
in a Human Rights Watch essay ‘‘Darfur in Flames’’ there is a greater emphasis on images
that show direct traces of violence, such as destroyed villages, mass graves, ordnance and
those who have died (Human Rights Watch, 2004). Indeed, when human rights groups e
such as Physicians for Human Rights e use images there is a forensic quality to their
visuals that emphasises their value as documentary evidence of violence. In contrast, those
humanitarian groups whose purpose is to aid refugees affected by that violence employ
imagery which functions e much like the news photographs reviewed above e to install
empathy for those suffering as victims.9 As David Levi Strauss (2003: 74) has remarked,
‘‘the first question must always be: Who is using this photograph, and to what end?’’
Different functions produce different forms.

The documentary photography of the likes of Nachtwey and Bleasdale is exceptional in its
visual skill and aesthetic quality, something recognised by the substantial number of profes-
sional awards each has received for their work in Darfur. That they were able to spend consid-
erable time in the region and then find publication venues which could present their work
serially rather than as a single picture undoubtedly contributed to the quality of their efforts.
Nonetheless, with their mix of refugees and SLA fighters, none of these photojournalists e
be they news agency or photo agency photographers, freelancers or staff photographers e
offered images radically different in content from those that appeared in The Guardian and
The Observer. As such, much of this photojournalism is allied with the humanitarian problem-
atisation of Darfur as a crisis, something which has been made explicit in the case of James
Nachtwey, who made a public service announcement for the World Food Programme’s aid pro-
gramme in Darfur (World Food Programme, 2004). Does such a deployment mean, therefore,
that picturing the genocide that many claimed has been occurring in Darfur involved or
required different photographs?

Genocide and the politics of identity

It was the claim that genocide could be occurring in Darfur that propelled much of the
media coverage of the crisis in 2004. As discussed above, the March 2004 statement by
the UN official Mukesh Kapila that Darfur was ‘‘the world’s worst humanitarian crisis’’
also introduced the narrative of genocide by comparing the situation to Rwanda 10 years ear-
lier. This interpretation was furthered when in May 2004 the Committee on Conscience of the
United States Holocaust Historical Museum described Darfur as genocide (Committee on
Conscience, 2004). On 22 July 2004, the US Congress passed a resolution declaring Darfur
a genocide (Corey, 2004), and on 9 September 2004 then US Secretary of State Colin Powell
testified to the US Senate that the Bush administration had concluded ‘‘that genocide has oc-
curred and may still be occurring in Darfur’’ (Powell, 2004). Although Powell went on to
minimise the impact of this declaration e stating that ‘‘no new action is dictated by this de-
termination’’ e it signalled the power of an unusual political alliance to influence official US
positions. Combining the Christian right (who viewed Sudan as a bastion of Islamic

9 Compare, for example, Physicians for Human Rights ‘‘The Crisis in Darfur 2005’’ at http://www.phrusa.org/

research/sudan/gallery_darfur/ with CARE Canada’s ‘‘Crisis in Sudan’’ at http://www.care.ca/images_of_care/

sudan_chad/photo_e.shtm (Accessed 21.09.06).

http://www.phrusa.org/research/sudan/gallery_darfur/
http://www.phrusa.org/research/sudan/gallery_darfur/
http://www.care.ca/images_of_care/sudan_chad/photo_e.shtm
http://www.care.ca/images_of_care/sudan_chad/photo_e.shtm
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fundamentalism which enslaved non-believers), the African-American civil rights lobby (who
called for more attention to injustice in Africa) and liberal interventionists (who wanted the
US to use its military for moral purposes), this formation was successful in putting Darfur
on the American political agenda. The official declarations that Darfur was suffering genocide
were the major achievement of this grouping.

The increasing international concern with Darfur meant it also became a matter for the UN
Security Council. On 18 September 2004, Security Council resolution 1564 was passed, calling
(among other things) for the establishment of a commission to determine whether or not ‘‘acts
of genocide’’ had occurred in Darfur. When it reported in January 2005, the International Com-
mission of Inquiry on Darfur (ICID) concluded that genocide had not and was not occurring.
The reasoning of the ICID is interesting for what it reveals about the politics of identity in
both Darfur and the Genocide Convention, and for the challenge its conclusions pose to pho-
tojournalists who want to photograph a possible genocide.

The Genocide Convention requires the protected groups to be ethnic, national, racial or religious.
In these terms, a ‘tribe’ e the unit of choice in the understanding of Darfur’s politics of identity e
does not constitute a protected group. Moreover, the ICID (2005: 125e126) found that

‘‘the various tribes that have been the object of attacks and killings (chiefly the Fur, Mas-
salit and Zaghawa tribes) do not appear to make up ethnic groups distinct from the ethnic
group to which persons or militias that attack them belong. They speak the same language
(Arabic) and embrace the same religion (Muslim).’’

As a result, neither a tribe generally, nor the particular tribes within Darfur, objectively
constituted protected groups such that the violence to which they were subject could be legally
understood as genocide (ICID, 2005: 129).

However, the ICID then noted that recent jurisprudence, developed largely in the interna-
tional tribunals dealing with the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, has undergone some changes,
most notably appreciating that collective identities are social constructs not social facts. The
Commission declared that because this interpretation and expansion of the understanding of
collective identity has not been challenged by States it could be safely viewed as ‘‘part and par-
cel of international customary law’’ (ICID, 2005: 127). This meant that although the tribal
groups of Darfur were not objectively protected groups in terms of the Genocide convention
one now had to inquire as to whether they met the new subjective standard e that is, did
they perceive each other and themselves as constituting distinct groups. In answering this ques-
tion, the Commission reasoned:

‘‘The Arab-African divide has also been fanned by the growing insistence on such [a] di-
vide in some circles and in the media. All this has contributed to the consolidation of the
contrast and gradually created a marked polarisation in the perception and self-perception
of the groups concerned. At least those most effected by the conditions explained above,
including those directly affected by the conflict, have come to perceive themselves as ei-
ther ‘African’ or ‘Arab’.For these reasons it may be considered that the tribes who were
victims of attacks and killings subjectively make up a protected group’’ (ICID, 2005: 130.
Emphasis added).

This conclusion, which superseded the objective conclusion that the tribes of Darfur were
not protected groups, means that not only has international law made space for social construc-
tivism, it has opened itself to an understanding of violence as productive of identity, and of dis-
cursive formations as materializing different realities. In essence, then, international law has
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recognised the performative element at the heart of genocidal violence. It is the stigmatisation
of a group as a distinct national, ethnic or racial unit by the perpetrators which wish to identify
that group as a targeted population which makes that targeted population a protected group and
the violence against them genocide (Verdirame, 2000: 593e594). Rather than their status as
a group being an a priori fact prior to any violence, it is the production of them as a targeted
group during the violence that makes them both a target and a protected group.

Despite the ICID’s recognition of these significant changes in recent international law, and
notwithstanding their acceptance that these changes in the definition of protected groups ap-
plied to Darfur, the commission nonetheless concluded that the violence in Darfur did not con-
stitute genocide. They reached this view after reviewing the grounds of whether one could
determine genocidal intent on the part of the GoS (citing such facts as lack of desire to kill
all Internally Displaced Persons before they made there way to refugee camps etc). Although
the Commission concluded that some of the crimes perpetrated by the GoS and the Janjaweed
were objectively similar, the lack of uncertainty about intent meant they could not characterize
Darfur as genocide. However, in making this determination, the ICID was careful to conclude
that although genocide has been commonly (if incorrectly) viewed as the crime of all crimes,
there was in fact no hierarchy of legal importance, and that the crimes against humanity and
war crimes they had identified were capable of attracting an equal sentence as anything that
might be called genocide (ICID, 2005: 129).

With regard to how the situation in Darfur has been photographed, this conclusion about
what constitutes genocide has significant implications. The predominantly humanitarian visu-
alization of Darfur involves the reification of fluid identities into fixed forms. From the complex
hybridity of the political anthropology of Darfur discussed above, the pictures of refugees and
rebels e in conjunction with their discursive framing as ‘‘Arabs’’ versus ‘‘Africans’’ e has cast
the conflict as a tribal war in which the victims appear to the outside world as another set of
decontextualised casualties in the long history of African conflict.

In contrast, the argument that the violence in Darfur constitutes genocide e organised, sys-
tematic and state-sponsored violence e appears to introduce the missing dimension of political
context into an otherwise seemingly natural process of ‘ancient’ and ‘ethnic’ fighting. Within
both media and political circles, however, the charge of genocide is made possible by the ren-
dering of the conflict as ‘‘Arabs’’ versus ‘‘Africans.’’ The photographs that claim to represent
genocide enact visually this reification of identity. Take, for example, the publicity poster
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum makes available to draw attention to the ‘‘geno-
cide emergency’’ in Darfur. Using a photograph taken by its Committee on Conscience staff
director Jerry Fowler (Fig. 8) it shows Darfurian refugees in Chad in a classically pitiful
mode (even though Fowler states it was their dignity which most impressed him). From a pre-
sentation entitled ‘‘Sudan: Staring Genocide in the Face,’’ Fowler’s pictures e like most if not
all those made by photojournalists e offer us the objectified face of the victim rather than the
face of the perpetrator as evidence of genocide (Fowler, 2004).

The fixing of identity that flows from these representations of the violence help to
perpetuate the conflict because these external claims about Darfur being divided between
‘‘Africans’’ and ‘‘Arabs’’ are being fed back into the political dynamic of the conflict itself
(de Waal 2004: 13e14). The consequence, therefore, of both the humanitarian problemati-
zation of Darfur and the (seemingly alternative) interpretation of genocide is a particular per-
formance of the social field that brings Darfur into being (as the world’s worst humanitarian
crisis and the genocide of ‘‘Arabs’’ against ‘‘Africans’’) and makes it amenable to particular
policy responses.
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However, as the discussion above of the changes in international law demonstrates, the
claim of genocide no longer requires an assumption of objectively given and permanently
fixed identities. Even though it requires other dimensions to be established before it can
be proved, this at least means that a different political anthropology e one attuned to the
complexity, fluidity and hybridity of Darfur’s many groups e can be recognised and sup-
ported. The question, then, is, how might this different political anthropology be photo-
graphed? How can pictures avoid the reification of identity even as they show the violence
against groups stigmatized as ‘other’? There are no easy answers to this dilemma, but it is
worth noting that when it came to selecting an image to represent genocide, the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum had access to a series of photographs which come closer than
any others available to documenting the violence as it occurs. Brian Steidle, a former marine
who was one of three U.S. military observers to the African Union monitoring force in
Darfur, has produced a series of photographs that show villages as they are burnt (Fig. 9),
Sudanese helicopter gunships strafing villages, Janjaweed militia dividing the goods they

Fig. 8. Touloum refugee camp, Chad. Jerry Fowler/USHMM, 2004.

Fig. 9. Um Zeifa, Darfur, beginning to burn after the Janjaweed looted and attacked. Brian Steidle, 2004.
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have looted from villages, as well as their human victims and the ordnance that has killed
and injured them (Steidle, 2005). It is in these images that we see the face of the perpetrators,
but we have to ask why such pictures are rarely seen.

Conclusion

Knowledge involves abstraction, interpretation and representation. Historically, western
models of knowledge have privileged a particular understanding of vision as their governing
model. Paradoxically, while the inevitability of representation means aestheticization is
unavoidable, the naturalistic understanding of vision claims that objectivity is achieved by a cor-
respondence between an image and its external referent such that the issue of aesthetics can be
avoided. In many respects, the photograph is the most obvious cultural site of this paradox. The
founding element of photographic representation is the indexicality of the picture whereby the
image is connected to its object (Hughes & Noble, 2003: 5). Yet because the process through
which that link is established involves various economies and technologies, and because the
result only ever offers a trace of its subject after the fact, the photograph is a construction
that obscures its own production.

This is even more so when we consider news photographs, which function as indexical
illustrations for the stories they accompany (Levi Strauss, 2003: 16ff). Buttressed by an empir-
icist epistemology and the historically established sense that photojournalism is a privileged
genre for witnessing atrocity, news photographs perpetuate their own self-understanding as
objective citations. In this context, responses to them can all too often engage in the sort of
iconoclastic critique, exposing them as dangerously false, that Mitchell warns us against and
this study wants to avoid.

Accordingly, to observe that the photojournalistic visualization of Darfur has been over-
whelmingly concerned with refugees, especially women and children, in passive and pitiable
forms, regardless of whether the narrative being illustrated is one of humanitarianism or geno-
cide is not to say that those pictures are wrong or the photographers and their publishers are not
telling the truth. Those images are what Roland Barthes (1981: 87) calls ‘‘certificates of pres-
ence’’ which faithfully record the people who were before the lens on those given days. Given
that the refugee camps were the most accessible sites for photojournalists, and given that the
refugee camps are overwhelmingly populated by women and children, the proliferation of
such images is hardly surprising.

The issue these images pose, then, is not one of accuracy or appropriateness. It is a question
of what they do, how they function, and the impact of this operation. As such, this means we
need to depart from an understanding of photographs as illustrations and carriers of information
(which a focus on their content could suggest) to an appreciation of pictures as ciphers that
prompt affective responses. Although they appear e in C. S. Peirce’s famous terms e as icons
and indicies, they are best appreciated as symbols. Indeed, they are metaphoric symbols. As
Hayden White (1978: 91) suggests, a metaphor

‘‘functions as a symbol, rather than as a sign: which is to say that it does not give us either
a description or an icon of the thing it represents, but tells us what images to look for in
our culturally encoded experience in order to determine how we should feel about the
thing represented.’’

It is for this reason that when we are dealing with photographs we are concerned with the
visual performance of the social field, whereby pictures bring the objects they purport to simply
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reflect into being. We are not concerned with the (in)accurate representation of already existing
objects, but with the way in which sites (and people in those sites) are enacted through sight.
The plethora of refugee photographs does not just tell as that there are millions displaced. They
tell as how we should feel about Darfur as a place where the innocent are displaced and appear
before us in ways that recall earlier conflicts. And although many of the individuals who are
producing and publishing such images are hoping that we feel moved and responsible and
driven to act, the affective responses engendered by these symbolic statements of conflict
can e because of their familiar forms e just as easily lead to inattention and indifference.
As such, the visual enactment of Darfur does not just mirror the geopolitical issues that are
its subject. Rather, this visual enactment is itself geopolitical e that is, it both manifests and
enables power relations through which spatial distances between self/other, civilized/barbaric,
North/South, developed/underdeveloped are produced and maintained. Can more or better pic-
tures produce the sort of political response to situations like Darfur that Jan Pronk e whose call
this paper opened with e desires? More pictures will not, in and of themselves, provide the
answer, especially if they follow the same aesthetic forms as those considered here. Better pic-
tures? Of course, but what will constitute better with regard to pictures? Changing the content
of the photograph, though sometimes valuable, is also not an answer in and of itself. In the end,
given the inherently mixed nature of media, this challenge is not for documentary photography
and journalism alone. But what photojournalists can begin to develop are visual strategies that
do not reify identity and replicate neo-colonial relations of power.
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